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SUMMARY

A turbulence model that describes dynamics of large, characteristic eddies in inho-

mogeneous flows is proposed; two closure parameters are initially undetermined. To deter-

mine the optimum values of these parameters, the present model is applied to channel flows

at two Reynolds numbers. The nature of the closure parameters and their effects upon

predicted Reynolds stresses and other turbulence structural quantities are examined and

optimum values are suggested. It is demonstrated that the current Large-Eddy Interaction

lv{odel not only predicts Reynolds stresses reasonably but also presents an opportunity to

illuminate typical characteristic motions of large-sclae turbulence and the phenomenologi-

cal aspects of engineering models for the two Reynolds numbers investigated. In addition,

analysis of the spatial correlation integral suggests that a strange attractor found in the

fully-developed channel flow has a low fractal dimension.
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INTRODUCTION

There has been a concerted effort for more than a decade by now to develop closure

models for the turbulent stresses. It has been found so far that the conventional turbulence

models il], from the zero-equation model to the Reynolds stress transport model, lack

universality of their closure coefficients from flow to flow and that model adjustments have

to be made for new flow characteristics despite their successes as engineering tools. This led

to development of an alternative approach for computation of statistical turbulence field

with the use of minimum number of closure coefficients; that is, a turbulence model where

the features of the large eddies are computed directly and the effects of the small eddies

are modeled with some degree of generality built into the model. The current approach,

termed the Large-Eddy Interaction Model (LEIM), deals with a statistically averaged

turbulence fields based on the premise of the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition Theorem

(PODT) iZ,S]. The large and small eddies may be related to the first few orthogonal modes

of Lumley's orthogonal decomposition i31. In the past Payne i+] first showed for a wake

flow that Lumley's interpretation of the PODT eigenmodes as "big" and "small" eddies

was valid, which had been discussed only subjectively for some dacades. Lemmerman

and Payne i5, also analyzed the large-eddy structure in a flat-plate turbulent boundary

layer using the PODT. In contrast to these extraction methods ;4,5] which require prior

knowledge of detailed two-point velocity correlations, the LEIM is governed by dynamical

equations derived from the Navier-Stokes equations; thus, it is a prediction method. The

long-term goal of the current LEIM is to propose a turbulence model which can predict

Reynolds stresses and other engineering quantities of interest with the use of minimum

number of closure coefficients and at the same time can elucidate details of large-edd-v

structure for inhomogeneous turbulent florn's. This model is also hoped to bridge the gap

between conventional turbulence models and full-simulation approaches 16l.

In the past the LEI\4 was proposed to calculate the characteristic eddies in inhomo-

geneous flows where the eddies were identified with the first mode in Lumle-v-'s orthogonal

expansion lSl. The model was then applied to incompressible flows over variously curved

walls and in a relaxing boundary layer i7,gl. Subsequent investigations yielded structural

characters of the first orthogonal mode (iarge eddy) in a full-v-developed channel flow i9'.



However, the effects of nonlinear eddy-eddy interaction terms were not completely incor-

porated into the system since the compuatation was not extended long enough in time

due to computational restrictions. Also, use of modeling parameters associated with the

nonlinear term lacked a justification since they were chosen on rather ad hoc basis. The

central theme of present paper is to provide a rational basis for determination of two

closure parameters, and thus such vaiues of parameters proposed here for channel flows

can be applied to other types of turbulent flows as well, given a universal nature of those

parameters.

The current results reported herein are based on an extensive computation incorpo-

rating an improved numerical procedure, so that the turbulent kinetic energy integrated

over the flow domain achieves a statistically stationary state over a long period of time.

Formulation of the LEIM and the computational results which are relevant to conventional

engineering turbulence are published in Ref. 10, and the numerical-computational aspects

as applied to a channel flow are reported in Ref. 11. In this report, we have combined the

two papers ifO,f f ] and added a few more details where appropriate.

The report consists of the following sequence. First, basic premeses of the LEIM are

desdibed in the LARGE-EDDY INTERACTION \,1ODEL section, where the origin of two

closure paramaters are traced. The LEIM is then applied to a channel flow in which case a

Fourier transform is applicable, and a few spectral relations are given. Details of numerical

procedure as well as initial and boundary conditions are discussed in the NUMERICAL

PROCEDURE section. Values of the two closure parameters ale then proposed for the

channel flon, in the RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS based on the comparison of predicted

turbulence intensities and a few structural quantities with known experimental observa-

fions. Effects of the wave number truncation on turbulent sttesses are also discussed. From

the numerical solution, quantities that can reveal the structure of large-scale turbulent flow

are deduced. Also in rhe RESULTS AND DISCUSSIO\S section, terms appearing in the

conventional models such as the pressure-strain correlations, rate of dissipation of energy

and the mixing-length scales are calculated using the LEIIvI resuits and a conventionai

model. Finally, the LEIM is found to be an efficient tool in studying the dimensions of

the attractors for inhomogeneo',rs flows i121. Use of the current model in computing a



dimension of the "strange" attractor embeded in a channel flow is illustrated'



LARGE-EDDY INTERACTION MODEL

The instantaneous velocity l.l; can be written in terms of mean and fluctuating quan-

tities as

U;-Ui*u;,

Here (J; is assumed to be an ensemble-averaged value of U; and satisfies the mean

tum equation 
o{l; -- oti; -1 aP a , o(Jr 

-\E + ut a.i : T ar* ar,\'6 - uiuj)

where the overbar ( ) denotes an ensemble average, In order to close the Reynolds stress
Ilerm u;u.i in Eq. (2), we first decompose the velocity fluctuation as

u;(x,t) - a6;(x,t) + a'$'r(x,t). (3)

Here $i and, $'; are assumed to be deterministic, structural functions of (x,t). 6; rcP-

resents energy-containing large-scale field of u; and 6';, the " inactive' part of turbulence

that contributes little to the turbulence intensities. The stochastic quantities, a and c',

contain the randomness of turbulence associated with /, and dl, respectively. The two

deterministic functions may be orthogonal in the (x, t)-space and are equivalent to a finite

set of orthogonal functions adopted in the proper orthogonal decomposition theorem [3i.

Since $; and $'; are assumed to share no common structure, the random coefficients do

not have anv correlations between them; that is.

(1)

momen-

(2)

aa' :0.

The Reynolds stress tensor will then be expressed, utilizing Eq' (+), as

uiui =o'Eodi -an6''61,
/: 

-.= (V a2Q;)(t/ a261).

It is assumed above that the @; is so defined that it constitutes most of turbulent energy

within an engineering approximation.

Now, if one can predict JozOo, the Reynolds stress will be determined to the first

order and the mean momentum equation f.or {-ii will be closed. By substituting the de-

composition of Eq. (3) into the fluctuating momentum equation for u;, one arrives at the

(4)

(ol



dynamical equation f.or 6,F lTOr) and d',F J"'d';),i:1,2 or 3, after a few manipu-

lations.

* * r, * - ff a, *, h ki,, o i) * r, h @',6, n 6, d' i) * r, # @',Q' i) : - 9t^-, #h
(6)

o6', -, o6', oUt 1' ^
-+t 

t.. 

-*-ei1-iS1At -t?rj )ri

where

ft W, o i) * s, * @' od i + 6 ;,b',) + s, fi; {o' oo',) : - *-, #h
(7)

rdF
--:t/ a2

n' : \:L
P \/ a'2

and ,S, Sr, Sz, and 53 are unknown constants, representing

turbulence, defined respectively by

(8)

skewness of various scales of

^4"\ - 

-.

(az)t's'

"r7q. 
- 

-'

rl 
-

a2v a'2

;J'
5:, - 

-'

- lt /-a'\/ d'

aeq^--
v:< 

-- / ,o\ r <

\a')''"
(e)

One can in principle solve the system of coupled equations for (;i and 4, simultaneously

without having to introduce any modeling, provided that the four ciosure constants are

given. However, in a case when a rigorous mathematical or physical definition is not

sufficient, determination of such closure constants is at best, ambiguous. In the presently

proposed LEIM, the contribution of the small-scale turbulenr" 6'o to the turbulent stress is

defined to be small and thus the influen ,u of 6', on the dynamics of large-scale turbule n 
" $;



through the nonlinear interactions

(large-eddy) d; is written as

modeled. The dynamical equation for the large-scale

06, * U,atJ
odi oU;:-:-- -t- - @
"# + :u^r' - s 

ast(6'61) 
: - ar,j )rj 0rj 0rt

^o -, d,6;
=- lu 'r uaOai);-- . -\- -q 4"?rt?ai

A ,1 1 0n
(10)

Equation (t0) describes interactions of the large eddies with the mean flow field and with

the large-eddy field itself. The advent of the anisotropic eddy viscosity rz; in Eq. (tO) is

the consequence of the following assumptions. First, second-order eddy viscosity tensor e;i

is introduced to model the nonlinear eddy-eddy interactions involving small eddies, that is

(11)

The second-order eddy viscosity tensor e;i satisfies both the symmetry of the nonlinear

interactions with respect to i and 7 in Eq. (f f) and the consistency condition, mainly

the incompressibility. Further it is assumed that off-diagonal terms of the eddy viscosity

tensor €.ij ate negligible for a flow over a simple geometry and then a new definition is

introduced to represent the combination of eddy viscosity components appearing in the

/;-equation as tza to keep the notation simple. Thus, uo and €.ij ate related by

€.,.- I €rr f €zz i ess; (a : 1r2ror3). (12)

Use of a scalar eddy viscosity in place of e;i would not be desirable because the right-hand

side of Eq. (f f) becomes zero when the diagonal terms are contracted, while the left-

hand side does not. While a fourth-order eddy viscosity, e;ip, ma! be possible instead of

the second-order tensor, it is felt that second-order eddy viscosity would be adequate for

incorporation of the anisotropicity of flow within the limits of the gradient-type models.

Jt (@;@r f ^ 1t :t ,)Qn 0ol , ,06* 0d;,
+ szQ;Qj - -eik\-A_ , A;) - ejk\ Aa - Ark).

ua

The system of equations, Eqs. (2), (5)

IoI U; alld @;,

and (10), together with the continuity equations

a3:Y:0,
orj oxj

(13)

is now closed except the two model parameters, ,9 and z;. One of the central tasks in

the Large-Eddy Interaction Model then pertains to the determination of the two closure

parameters. The sensitivities of the results to the choice of the skewness factor ,S and the

anisotropic eddy viscosity ui ate examined in the case of a fully-developed channel flow for

two different Reynolds numbers in the present report.



APPLICATION TO CHANNEL FLOW

In view of close proximity of the present model to the large-eddy simulation [13],

which has been applied to a channel flow, and of its simplicity, a fully-developed channel

flow with a constant mean pressure gradient is chosen to test the applicability of the

LEIM. Although Eq. (2) can be solved simultaneously with the dynamical equations for

6t, the mean veiocity distribution is assumed to be known from available experimental

data [ta,t5]. The mean velocity is thus fixed so that the effects of the two parametets,

,S and ui, can be readily identified and the numerical procedure can be simplified. Two

Reynolds numbers, Re:3850 and 13800, are selected for determination of the two model

parameters in the LEIM. The Reynolds number Re is based on the mean velocity at the

channel centerline U" and the channel half-width 6'

Flow Conditiott

Two experimental flows are adopted for numerical computation and comparison of the

results with those of the experimental data. The two flows chosen here have the following

flow properties:

(i) Re:3350 case r14l

Uo :21cml sec

6 : llcm

u:o.O6cm2fs""

u- : 7.AGcm,,' sec

u- i'Uo: 0.0505

u-6lu: 194.33 ( 14)

is the rn'all-friction velocit-v and u kinematic viscosit-v'

Re=13800 case i15l

Uo : 6.67mlsec

I

where zr



6 :3.I7\cm

u:O.L\cmzfsec

u- lUo: 0'0464

u-6lu : 640.32 (15 )

Fourier Transform

The flow is assumed to be homogeneous both in streamwise (r or 1) and in spanwise (z

or B) coordinate directions, while retaining inhomogeneity in the normal (y or 2) direction.

One can then Fourier expand the large-eddy velocity and pressure as follows.

Q,$,t): i i,b,&r,a,ks,t) erp{i(k1r * ksz))
k1 , lc3=-6'9

oo oo
(-a \..a .^./t r \\

zr(x, t) : L L, fr(kt,A,ks,t) erp{i(k1x + ksz)}
lc1 , k3=-96

where k1 and k3 are discrete wave numbers in the r- and z- directions, respectively, and

i: uf:1. Applying these definitions to Eqs. (tO) and (t3), one obtains four complex

equations for the large-eddy spectra, Ot and i. Fourier-transformed, spectral equations

for the large eddies then read

ttrr6, - 
odz 1' ? ^
Ao *1'K3Q3:u

Ea, 1, ,,i 0U i ott A ri I r; , )r- : - t,, -. r,,0' r-Z

At - zklt c1- ;62 
-: S7l 

h@rdi)l 
*ikrfr : (, * ,r)t Up - fi

* "tu,ut, + sriftW,oil,
^9. ,.d' .t(u*uz)l^,-tei

oy' - *il|,

(16)

(1e)

(17)

- k?o' (rs)

Afr'
4-:

0y

* *urrrtdr= sfl.!W"o,y',.-ik"fr = (u - ril(* - k? - kilO" (20)
At 'drt' oA-

where the /-term in the fr-equation. i:\,2 or 3, is equivalent to

oc

t i*rEo(k')d,(k - k') . *ido(t')or(k - k')j -tkra,(k')pu(k - k')
k':-oo



with k: (frr,/c3) for every (y,t).

After the solutions for p, and fr arc obtained in the mixed-(/c1 ,A,k1,t)-space, sta-

tistical quantities of large-scale turbulence can be deduced. For example, the Reynolds

stress tensor, triple velocity correlations, the pressure-strain correlations, and the rate of

dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy can be expressed as follows.

ulua@,f) : I L,ora;(k1,y,ks,t) (21)

kr, lca

uiu juk (a,t) : t I O; (t + k' )d i(k)dr (k' ) (22)
k, k,

rr;i(y,r) :tf a-r(W.ffi1
lcr , /ca

(23)

e(a,t):,rL,rtfflrt#l' Q4)
Kr ' K3

where 7($) means Fourier transform of / and * complex conjugate.

Properties of Spectral Functions

It is known that the spectral functions as defined in Eq. (tO) possess a symmetry

propertl; that is, the real part of f; is an even function and the imaginary part, an odd

function with respect to the (,b1, k3)-field. Thus,

,b;(kr, U, ks,t) : 6;(-kr, y, - ks,t)

6,1kr, 9, - ks,t) : O;(-/tr, Y, ke,t)'

Because of this property, it is sufficient to compute the spectral functions in one of the

following domains:

-co(fr1 (oo;0(ft3(co (25)

or.

(26)0<frr(co;-oc(k3(oc.



Further, it is found that the continuity equation, Eq. (f7), and the linear terms in

Eqs. (1g)-(20) involvirg dr and ff satisfy the following symmetry/anti-symmetry conditions

with respect to the k1-sPace.

6t: (od,d.) + i(euen)

lodd) + L\euen)

(euen) +i1oaa1

./ \
\od,d.) =- 2\euen)

6z:
:u3-

(27)

where (od.d.) means that the corresponding part is an odd function and (euen), an even

function. properties are found with respect to the fr3-space'

: (od,d) + i(odd)

$r: (od,d,) +ipaa1

$" : (euen) -ri(euen)

fr -- (od,d,) + ipaal

This would have allowed that the spectral functions need to be solved only in one quadrant

of the (#1,&3)-plane, since one can apply the symmetry condition to find the values of the

spectral functions in any other three quadrants. However, the presence of the nonlinear

convolution terms does not permit the symmetry conditions of Eqs. (27) and (28) to be

true. Thus, in the current computation, the spectral functions are solved in the wave

number domain given by Eq. (25).

(28)

10



]{UMERICAL PROCEDURE

Fourier-transformed, spectral equations for

(y,t)-space as an initial-boundary value problem

Grid Resolution

the large eddies are

for each set of wave

then solved in the

numbers, (ftt, &e).

The wave number space is represented by a set of discrete values according to

Ntt'2 Nglz
. f-,kt\m) -- = llrn - 1)a, k"(*) : * t @ - t)3.

rn:l rrt:l

(2e)

The basic wave numbers, a and B, are chosen to be l-.0 and 1.5, respectively, where the wave

numbers are normalized by the channel half-width 6. In determining a and p, reference

was made to the large-eddy simulation [tS,tO] which was applied to a channel flow at

Re:13800. Two sets of values for (N1,N3) are selected to study the effect of the wave

number range on turbulent intensities; which are (8,t0) and (16,16). The computational

wave numbels cover evenly in the range ol -7 < k1 S 7 and -10.5 < frs < 10'5 in

the case of (fO,fO), rn'hich extend approximately up to the wave number range of the

energy-containing eddies. When the wave number space is truncated to a finite extent,

a special treatment is needed for evaluation of the convolution sums. In the current

computation, a complex fast Fourier transform routine, called CFFT2, is used, which

requires 2" numbers of wave numbers. where n is an integer. For the convolution sums'

however. one needs to double the wave numbers to 2'+L by assigning zero values for the

spectral functions in the artificially expanded wave number range' This is necessary to

eliminate the contamination of fr(t - k') through intrinsically assumed periodicity oi f (X';

in the computational routine, known as the aliasing error'

The g-coordinate is represented b-v* 65 nonuniform grids, where y:0 aligned with the

lower n'all, g-2 with the upper n'all:

aJ - 1) : t .o = tanh{€(I) t 23%41} l(0.e8346),

€(/) : -1-! 2(I -z)lW - r) (I :2.3,"',,\,,V * 1)

where

1t

(30)



with N : OS. This particuiar distribution was adopted successfully in the large-eddy

simulation If a,r0].

Numerical Algorithm

Spatial derivatives with respect to y are replaced by three-point, central-differencing

approximations, where both veiocity and pressure fall on the same grid points' As for the

time-derivative, a second-order Adams-Moulton formula is engaged with a small time step

of 0.025, normalized by 61U". In the course of two-step time integration, the predictor

solution 6prnr at time f ,ra1 is obtained first according to

(60"*t - 6")
A'

I* L(60,*r) -' l.(n!"*r) : ;{3x(d") - x(d"-t)} (31)

(33)

where the supers cript p denotes the intermediate predictor solution, the subscript n in-

dicates the time level trr, ! represents linear terms of the spectral equations, and /y', the

nonlinear convolution terms. The solution at time tn,'1 is then yielded from the corrector

formula:
(dn+t - 6")

At

The unknowns in Eqs. (31)

every (&t, k.).

Boundary Conditions

No-slipcondition is imposed for the velocity spectra 6, at the wall (y:g and 2). The

boundarv conditions for the pressure i are deduced from the Poisson equation, yielding

+ L(d^*t) * tQr,a,) : + {N@'^*r) + //(d")} (32)

and (32) are solved to, ufl grid points of 3r simultaneously for

i)t 
^ r,i r?r^

W^ - (ki -'kili : o'

Equation (33) can be also regarded as a combination of

I a2;
- 

-6a

Re 0Y2v 
r

I A2 I
--/r)^Re )yz-'
I A2 |

- -a^Re 0Y2Y"

t2

^1 
t- : 

-Lttl^ -

afr
Ey-

Lt\3^ -
(34)



which are reduced from each of p;-equations imposing the no-slip condition. From Eq.

(33) the values of f at the wall are expressed in terms of f at the interior grid points. For

example. at the lower wall,

zfi:{y(z)} - t{s(g)}
'fr{y(t)}: 1- A2(/c? + /cA)

(35)

where the location of g(Z) is slightly shifted such that

y(2): y(2) - y(1) : a

v(1) : 0.

v(3) -

It may be tempting to solve only one half of the channel flow region either in 0 S A S L

or 1 ( A < 2, invoking the flow symmetry in g-coordinate with respect to the channel

centerline. However, despite the symmetric mean velocity and averaged Reynolds stress

distributions, the large-eddy spectra 6l retain both even and odd functions in y with

respect to the channel center. When the spectral equations were solved in the domain

0 S y S 1 with the boundary conditions at g:1, that is,

-0, (36)

the solution was found to be continuously decaying in time. This is because the odd modes

fot $2 and even modes for /1 and 6g turned out to be stable modes [t7] and thus led to

decay of the spectral functions.

Initial Conditions

The initial conditions for f;(k1 ,y,ks) can be approximate because of the nonlinear

nature of the governing equations. The initial conditions for 6, (kr,A,,k3) are transformed

from an arbitrary velocity distribution which satisfies the continuity equation and the

no-slip boundary condition :18':

d,.(t,y, z) : AL sin(ng) cos(2ax) sin(Bz)'o.

6z(x,y,z) : -/{1 -r cos(rE)} sin(Zax) sin(Bz)

a6, , 06s-;- : Q2: ^oy oa
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6"@,a,2) : -A+ sin(trv) sin(2ar) cos(Bz)
p

where the amplitude parameter .4 is taken to be approximately 10 percent of the averaged

mean velocity.

The initialprofile for i is not needed because of the implicit treatement of the pressure

term. Computation is performed on the Cray X-MP computer operating at the NASA

Ames Research Center for the numerical study.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Determination of Closure Parameters

In the formulation of current Large-Eddy Interaction Model, two closure parameters

have been introduced. The skewness parameter ,S is a result of the randomness assumption

of the velocity fluctuation, while the anisotropic eddir viscosity ur:(ut,u2,uB) closes the

system of equations at the level of the large-eddy field 6r. In this section, attention

is focused on determination of these two parameters in comparison with experimentally

observed Reynolds stresses.

(a) Skewness Parameter

The skewness parameter 5 is expected to be on the order of 1 from its definition,

Eq, (g), The magnitude of ,S may be close to 1 for low Reynolds number turbulent flows,

while its value will decrease as the Reynolds number increases. Thus, in the range of low

Reynolds number flows considered here, the value of ,S is examined in the range of 0.5

and 1.0 in absolute value. After preliminary computations, three values of 5, which are

0.7, 0.8, and 0.9, are chosen to determine the optimum value of S which gives reasonable

Reynolds stress distributions and turbulence structural characters. When a negative value

of S. for example. -0.8, is used, the skewness of ", ""11"'11'5, 
becomes positive for all y

having an approximate value of 0.5; which is contrary to experimental observations i14].

First, in order to concentrate on the effects of ^9, the case of Re:3850 is chosen

where the eddy viscosity rz; is expected to be either small or negligible. Also for fast

turn-alound of the numerical computation, the number of w'ave number grids is fixed

with (N1,,\'e):(S,iO). Indeed, the total turbulent kinetic energy I:7 dy is found to be

achieved without using any eddy viscosity (r; : 0) for three values of ,S tested when

Re:3850. Figure 1 compares three curves for the total turbulence intensity obtained for

three values of ,9, 0.7. 0.8 and 0.9, when the solutions maintain steady states. Solutions

are represented by dashed line for S:0.7, by solid line for,S:0.8, and by chain-dotted line

for ,S:0.9. The energy levels corresponding to 0.8 and 0.9 are almost identical. but that

for S:0.7 possesses a higher value than the other two. Figure 2 also compares Reynolds

stress components calculated for the three values of S. The results shown in Fig. 2 are
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obtained after the solutions are averaged over a time period of 100 which includes the time

interval shown in Fig. 1. Individual turbulence intensity profiles at a particular time in

the interval deviate slightly from the averaged profiles shown in Fig. 2. The points (o) in

Fig. 2(a)-2(c) are taken from the experimental measurement ft+], and the points marked

by x in Fig. 2(d) represent the theoretical shear stress distribution calculated from the

mean momentum equation when the mean velocity profile is known from the experiment.

The overall agreement between the computed and experimental distributions appears to be

favorable. Among the three sets of solutions, the one with ,S:0.8 produces the best result

while that with ^9:0.7 is the least satisfactory, although the same qualities of results are

obtained for two values of .9,0.8 and 0.9. In general, higher values of ^9 tend to subtract

more enelgy from the u-component, enhancing the dissipation process.

In Fig. S.(a)-(c), shear stress ratio, shear correlation coefficient and skewness of u are

provided for three values of ,5. These structural quantities maintain 0.15,0.45, and -0.5,

respectively, over a large part of the boundary region. Again it is clear that the solution

with ,S:0.7 deviates from the other two cases. Thus, for Re:3850, the optimum value of

^9 is determined to be 0.8 which yields steady-state turbulence intensities and structural

quantities reasonabiy.

In order to demonstrate the role of the nonlinear eddy-eddy interaction term asso-

ciated with S, one computation is done in which the value of ,9 is set to zero after the

solution has reached a steady-state. The initial condition is taken from the solution at

t:700 in Fig. 1 corresponging to ^9:0.8. The results are given in Fig. 4. In comparison

with the solid line in Fig. 1, the difference is clearly identifiable. That is, the role of the

S-term, for a positive ,S, is to take energy away from the u-component and to distribute

it to the u- and u-components.

(b) Wave Number Truncation

In Fig. 2, the streamwise intensity is over-predicted and the normal component inten-

sity is under-predicted in comparison with the experimentai data i11'. In order to examine

whether the disagreement is caused by the truncation of the discrete wave numbers to

(Nr,Ns):(8,16), the number of streamwise wave numbers fr1 is doubled to ,\r:16. All

the other numerical procedures described in the foregoing section remain the same. The
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results compared are based on S:0.8 and z;:(0,0,0) for Re:3850' The total turbulent en-

ergy, decomposed for each of three components in Fig' 5, is shown to have attained a steady

state over a long time period. In Figs. 6 and 7, Reynolds stresses and three structural

quantities are then displayed after they were averaged over the time period 600 < t S 800

corresponding to Fig. 5. The soiid lines represent results based on (l{1,Ns):(8,16) and the

dashed lines with open circles on (tO,lO). It is observed that the predicted turbulence in-

rensities with (16,16)-grid are slightly higher than those with (8,16)-grid consistentlv for all

of three 1tr-,1)-, and to-components. The difference is quite noticeable for the u-component

than the others. However, the increase in the number of discrete wave numbers does not

affect the structural quantities as exemplified in Fig' 7'

(c) Eddy ViscositY

The eddy viscosity rz; is found to control the overall energy growth contained in the

large-eddy spectra without changing the fundamental structure of the solution. Various

functional forms were considered at the outset; for example, a modification of Heisenberg's

eddy viscosity modei i19] which incorporates the effect of higher wave number eddies into

the dynamics of eddies at a lower wave number. However, in view of smallness of the eddy

viscosity that is needed to achieve a steady state turbulent kinetic energy for low Reynolds

numbers, constant values are adopted for the eddy viscosity, keeping the modeling as simple

as possible.

Next, computation is performed for Re:13800 case where the total turbulent energy

in the system increases continuously for all values of S if no eddy viscosity is introduced'

When S:0.8, the amount of eddy viscosity necessary to keep the total turbulent energy

to a steady level is found to be approximalely ui=(t0,1.5,1.5), where tz; is normaiized by

the kinematic viscosity u. One of criteria for choosing such a constant value is that the

integrated turbulent energy maintains a steady value over a considerable time' Among

the three components of u;, z1 demands the largest value in order to dissipate the energy

production which is associated with the 6r-eeuation. It is noted that for a test case of

Re:6g00 the eddy viscosity needed to retain a steady-state solution comes out to be about

/r:(8,0.5,0.5). when,9:0.5 was tried for the Re:13800 case, the eddy viscosity seemed

to require about u;: (16,2,2) \f the computation rn'as terminated at around t=140, but
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the solution (energy) was eventually decaying when the computation was extended to a

longer time (500 < t). Thus, the value of ,S is fixed on 0.8 for the Re=13800 case, which

produces a steady-state results with r/r:(10,1.5,1.5) as shown in Fig. 8. Again Reynolds

stresses compared in Fig. 9 are averaged over the interval of 600 < t < 800 for two sets

of wave numbers; the solid line for (8,r6)-grid and the dashed line with open circies for

(f6,fO)-grid. The chain-dotted lines in Fig. O.(a)-(c) represent a numerical solution for

Re:13800 taken from the large-eddy simulation [13]. The agreement with the result of

Ref, 13 is generally favorable except in the close wall region for the u-component. Also, it

is noticed that the two sets of solutions with (S,fO)- and (16,16)-grids differ only slightly

between them and the discrepancy is even smaller than that observed in Fig. 6. This is

attributed to the use of the eddy viscosity rz; which can compensate the effects from the

truncated high wave numbers'

Effects of two sets of wave numbers on structural quantities are displayed in Fig.

10 which again shows a small difference between the two solutions, at least, for those

engineering quantities.

Large-Eddy Structure

Several quantities that may reveal the motion or characteristics of the large-scale

turbulence field are presented in this section from the LEIIT{ solution that is taken at

t:750, The solution is based on the number of wave number grids with (N1,4'3):(16,16),

unless stated otherwise.

(a) Velocity Contour

First, contour plots of typical u-component velocity fluctuations are given in the

(r, z)-plane for two locations of y. The velocity fluctuations are Fourier-transformed into

the (r, z)-space from the large-eddy spectra p'; it (k1,k3)-space. Figure 11 shows the

u-component velocity contour at y:0'05 (a* : 9) and Fig' 12, at y:0'51 (y- : 100)

for Re:3850. Positive values are connected by solid lines, and negative fluctuations are

enclosed by dashed lines with an equal increament between lines. It shows distinctive

periodicity in the z-direction with a period of about 46 and in the z-direction with a

iarger period. The contour pattern becomes highly elongated in the streamwise direction
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close to the wall. On the other hand the contour patterns become circular shapes and

sparsely populated with increasing y away from the wall. Thus, the large-scale turbulence

is strongly anisotropic close to the wall, and it tends to become isotropic in the outer

region. The same trend is found for u- and ur-component velocities'

The contour plot is obtained for the (Nr,Ns):(8,16) wave numbers to examine the

effect of the truncated wave number range on the turbulence structure. Figure 13 contains

the u-component plot at U:0.05 for Re:3850. Comparison of Figs. 11 and 13 shows that

the overall velocity pattern remains the same, although more fine structures are obtained

with the (16,16)-grid than that with the (8,16)-grid.

The velocity contour for the tl-component is drawn in Fig. 14 at g:Q,51 (y+ : 330)

for Re:13800. The velocity pattern is still elongated in the streamwise direction, but the

overall shape is again more circular than that in the wall region.

(b) Large-Eddy Motion

The same velocity field whose contours are drawn in Figs. 11 and 12 is observed

in a (y, z)-plane at r:4. The length of each velocity vector in Fig. 15 is proportional

to its magnitude, where the unit scale in each spatial direction corresponds to the maxi-

mum mean velocity Uo. It shows a typical turbulent motion in a (y,z)-plane where y:6
corresponds to the lower channel wall and A:2, lo the upper wall. As expected, large

fluctuations arise close to the wall and the motion has subsided around the channei center.

A dominant feature in Fig. 15 is that the turbulent motions are strongly coupled between

those in the lower half and in the upper half of the channel. At one location of z the

motion is symmetric between the upper and the lower flows, while at another location, it

is asymmetric with respect to the channel centerline. Migration of flow from one wall to

the other may be depicting the bursting phenomenon, and the vortical patterns in Fig. 15

may be related to the horseshoe vortices inclined to the t'all with some 45 degrees. A sim-

ilar feature is exhibited in Fig..16 for Re:13800 case, which has an even more distinctive

arrays of eddy patterns than those appeared in Fig. 15 along the cross flow (z-) direction.

Examination of Conventional Models

In this part some of higher-order moments that present difficulty in the closure of
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conventional models are deduced from the

the utilization of the LEIM in elucidating

dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy.

(a) Pressure-Strain Correlations

The pressure-strain correlation term in the Reynolds stress equation is related to d;

and f as expressed in Eq. (ZS). Various components of I[;i are presented in Figs. 17 and

18 for two Reynolds numbers which are obtained at l:750. In order to test the conformity

of the turbulence model, a model which is rated as one of the successful models by Launder

[20] is chosen for evaluation and comparison with currently simulated II;i from Eq. (23).

The Launder model is given bY

soiution of the LEIM. Attention is paid

Dressure-strain correlations and the rate

to

of

trij -ct :@=fi -?mni) - cz(Pri -2rrr*0,)

Pri: -@ia* -ilFraui'-Exn ''",rk

where P7r1 is the sum of the three diagonal terms of P;1. There are

(37)

where C1 and C2 are empirical constants with the value of t.g and 0.6, respectively, /c the

turbulent kinetic energy, and e the rate of dissipation of ,k. Also,

(38)

many variations which

suite a particular flow situation better than the model given in Eq. (:Z). We do not intend

to explore such pressure-strain correlation models trying to find the best one here, but

merely to demonstrate a way of testing a specificmodel in light of the overall applicability

of the LEIM.

In Figs. 17(a) and 18(a), three diagonal components of I[;i are plotted where various

lines correspond to the results obtained from the direct caiculation of II;7 from Eq. (23),

while open symbols without lines piercing them are calcuiated from Eq. (37) using the

LEIM solutions. Thus any discrepanc.v- between the two sets of II;, in Figs. 17(a) and

18(a) can be attributed in large part to the different functional character of the modei,

Eq. (S7), from the real pressure-strain correlations. The agreement between the two

sets of II;; is close only in the outer part of the boundary region for the Re:3850 case.

The overall agreement between them seems to be better for Re:13800 than for Re:3850,

which indicates that the model may need to incorporate the Reynolds number effects for
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the proper representation of the pressure-strain correlations. Pressure-strain correlations

for the shear stress, fI12, are also obtained in Figs. 17(b) and 18(b), which show that

the Launder model picks up the overall trend in y-direction and the magnitude of II12

rather well. The degree of agreement is again better for the higher Reynolds number case

considered.

(b) Rate of Dissipation

In Fig. 19 are comparisons between the turbulent production, -ufr#, and the rate

of dissipation e calculated from Eq. (2a). In the figures the production term is represented

by the dashed line, and the dissipation term by the solid line. From Fig. 19(a) in the

case of Re:3850, e is shown to be approximately equal to the production in magnitude

and opposite in sign. However, in Fig. t9(b), the dissipation rate for the higher Reynolds

number, 13800, is quite small compared to the production term. This is because the

(tO,tO)-wave number representation for the homogeneous (c,z)-space covers up to the

wave number corresponding to energy-containing eddies and the higher wave numbers

corresponding to the energy-dissipating eddies are truncated. Exclusion of high wave

number portion turns out to be severe in the simulation of e , since e is proportional to the

square of the wave number: that is.

kr, lca

Nevertheless, the current wave number

structural character reasonablv at least

(c) Velocity Correlations

(3e)

resolution yields Reynolds sttesses and turbulent

for the Reynolds number range considered here.

€--uIlit*l , ', ? i- ,Ad; . 'A6; '.
= k4l6;6i + (+)(-r)1.e' J 

-dy"dy"

An important quantity in the study of turbulence structure is the tw'o-point velocity

correlation which depends on the distance separating the two velocities. In this section

correlations between two points separated by a distance r in the y-direction at a fixed time

t:750 are discussed. The normal correlations of the velocities are defined bv

is the maximum

are evaluated for

Rt;(y, r) : 
"o(a)";(a 4 I @?) *,'

value of ui(y)u;(y - r) for

evenly distributed points

all r when y is fixed. In the

of (r, z) in the range of -6 5

(40)

where (ul).,""
calculation, R;;
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r 1 6, -4 < z S 4, and then are averaged over the (r, z)-plane. Such conelations are

showninFig.20fortwo3tlocationsof0'05(y*:30)and0.51(y+:330)forRe:13800.

The correlation decreases from the peak at a fixed g location as the separation distance

r increases. For the R33, the distance on the horizontal abscissa from the position of y

corresponding to the maximum Res to where the R33 crosses zero represents the size of

the characteristic eddies, while for the other components, the distance r for which "R;; falls

to If e of its maximum vaiue represents the directional eddy size i21]. Scales of the eddies

incurred this way from Fig. 20 indicate that the spatial extent of the large eddies in the

z-direction is about 0.26, which is smaller than those in the other two directions. The

anisotropy among the three R;; curves is more severe at y:9.65 than at y=0.51, but the

correlation is weaker in the viscous region than in the outer region. Thus the velocity

fluctuations are more likely to have opposite signs in the wall region than away from the

wall.

An integral length scale is defined from the correlation in the form:

(41)

The length scale then represents degree of mixing of the fluid in the y-direction associated

with each velocity component. Figure 21 shows three directional integral scales obtained

from Eq. (+f ) as a function of y. On the same figure, a mixing length scale is marked by

points (o) for qualitative comparison between /; and 1,'", where l- is calculated from

trfu) : l* *nofu,r) d,r.

uu : -l2rrf#l' (42)

Thus an averaged (isotropic) length scale, (lt-_lz-rls)l3,for example, can represent closely

the conventional mixing length scale in magnitude as well as in functional form.

Statistical Features of Large-Eddy

While velocity contours or vector plots of velocity fluctuations show some aspects of

turbulent motion, another side of turbulence can be exposed by studying the large-scale

velocity field from their statistical properties. We shall first briefly examine the hodograph

transformation of the large-eddy field and then probability distribution function of it.
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Numerous ideas and works have been presented for explanation of the stochastic

behavior of turbulence. Whether turbulence is a random or a deterministic, but chaotic

phenomenon is still open to many reserchers in this field. Moreover, the relationship

between the conventional models and the properties of the attractors is not established,

if it ever exists. One question often asked is how the mere knowledge of dimension of a

certain attractor will help close the conventional models. Here is a primitive attempt at

trying to find some connection between the two fields.

(a) Hodograph Transformation

In the case of a channel flow computation considered here, the major characteristics of

the flow is in the inhomogeneous normal direction (y) to the wall. While the homogeneous

nature of the flow in the horizontal, (r,z), plane is of interest for the spatial extent of

the sizes of vorticies or the anisotropicity of length scales, for example, the time history

of solutions in the presence of steady mean flow, U(g), is not meaningful; especially when

one uses an arbitrary initial conditions. For this reason, traces of the solutions 6i(r,y,z,t)
are studied in a finite volume of space (r,y,") at a fixed time in t. In order to observe

an overall nature of such traces, the traces are taken from many sets of (r,z) along y.

Thus, the trajectories shown in the current paper are deduced as follows. First, the flow

region of interset is represented by discretized grid points which are equally spread in the

homogeneous plane in (c,z). For a fixed (n,z), the normal coordinate y is also discretized

by a certain number of points. At every point in space, (r,A,"), there corresponds a

large-eddy velocity (6t,6r,6i:(u,u,w). The velocities (u,a,w) at the spatial points

(r,A,") are then located in the (u,u,u)-space. This process is known as the hodograph

transformation.

(b) Existence of an Attractor

With an anticipation that the hodograph transformation may reveai a unique charac-

ter of a turbulent flow, the large-eddy velocity components in a finite domain in the physical

space, specifically, -G ( c ( 6. -4 < z I 4, and 0 { y { 1, have been transformed into

the hodograph-(u,u,tu)-space. First. the homogeneous (r,z)-plane is represented in Fig.

22 by 22s 1:15*15) equally-spaced vertical lines. The position y : 1.0 corresponds to

the channel center-plane and only the flow region below the center-plane is considered
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here. The origin of the (r,z)-coordinate is arbitrary in view of the homogeneity of the

flow in that plane. Each vertical line is further discretized by 33 nonuinform grid points.

Nonuniform distribution of the grid points in g is employed because more grids are needed

in the wall region than in the outer part of the boundary region in order to absorb the

rapid changes of the flow variables near the wall. Velocity components at the grid points

along the y-axis at a given (r. z) arc then mapped into the hodograph space and the points

in the (u, u, r^u)-space are connected progressively in the order of increasing y from 0 to 1

for each fixed pair of. (r,z). Figure 23 shows traces of velocities in the (u,u,tr)-space at a

given time t : 750 for Re:3850. The trajectories form a closed shape with the core region

centers around u -- n : It) :0 and the majority of fluctuations falls within about 20, 10,

and 10 percent of. Uo for (2, u, u)-components, respectively. Figure 2+ {a) then projects

the traces of the 225 tangled lines onto the (u,u)-plane from Fig. 23. The same procedure

can be applied to the solution for Re:13800 and the trajectories along g at t:750 are

shown in Fig. 24 (b) in the (2, u)-plane. It appears from Fig. 2a that the fluctuations are

clustered around the inclined, straight lines; that is. t, : -O.23 u for the Re:3850 case and

u : -0.4u for the Re:13800 case. Thus, u and u fluctuations are negatively correlated

in the lower half channel region and the ntio ia f ui increases with increasing Reynolds

numbers. This indicates that the flow tends to be more isotropic as the Reynolds number

increases.

Trajectories of the velocities along the normal coordinate in the upper half of the

channel are then plotted by the same procedure as described above. The trajectories are

transformed into the (u, u, tu)-space first and then are projected onto the (u, u)-plane, yield-

ing Fig. 25, for comparison of the formation with that in Fig. 2+ (a) which is associated

with the lower half of the channel. The pattern formed b-v the velocity fluctuations in Fig.

25 is skewed along an inclined line having a positive slope, rvhere the magnitude of the

slope is equal to that of Fig. 2+ (a).

The same hodograph trajectories when projected onto the (r,*)- and (u.u;)-planes

show that the large-eddy velocities occur evenly for all four quadrants. Thus. shear stresses,

uiD and tw, are waranted to be small. Between the two shapes projected onto (r','--)- and

(u, u')-planes. the former is more circular than the latter.
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In order to see whether the topological structures formed by the reentering orbits in

Figs. 24 and 25 arc invariant in time, the same flow domain is taken for several times

in the interval of 600 < t S 800. For convenience of visual comparison, the trajectories

transformed into the (u,u.u.,)-space are again projected onto the (u,u)-plane for Re:3850

(Fig. 26) and for Re=13800 (Fig. Z7). Figures 26 and 27 contain trajectories corresponding

to computational times of l:700 and 800. The shapes formed by velocity traces appear to

form a pattern which does not change in time'

Observation of Figs. 23-27 thus suggests that there exists a compact nonwandering

set, { (an attracting topoiogical structure), in the "state" space (hodograph space) in

which each transformed curve enters and remains. This is the attractor of the channel flow

at Reynolds numbers of 3850 and 13800 which satisfies the following formal definition of

an attractor.

An attractor for a flow is a compact set { of the "state" space (hodograph space) with

the following properties. Let ( be the above attractor, then

(i) €chodographspace

(ii) ( is invariant

(iii) € has a shrinking neighborhood

(iv) Flow on { is recurrent, i.e. no part of { is transient,

(v) ( is indecomposable, i.". € cannot be split in

two closed, nonoverlapping invariant pieces.

The characteristics in (i)-(v) can be summarized by stating that channel flow has an orbit

which is dense on ( (attractor). Now, we will characterize this attractor ( of the channel

flow by computing its dimension. If an attractor has a fractal dimension, then by definition

it is a "strange (fractal) attractor".

fc) Dimension of Attractor

Considertheset Xn:(Xt,12,...,,(^*) asasetof pointsontheattractor. Sincethey

Iie on the attractor ({), they are. if any, spatiall-v* correlated. Let I^ and X, be any two

such points on {. The spatial correiation can be defined by 
".22',

by

is
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c(r):

where {number of "'}
graph space iX,rn - Xnt,

and Procaccia 122] that

;* # x {number of pairs f or1Y.,n - Xn; < r} (43)

means the number of pairs (x*,In) whose distance in the hodo-

is less than r. For small r, it is also estabilished in Grassburger

i

C(r) x rP (44)

where pr. is called the spatial correlation coefficient, a measure of the structure of a strange

attractor.

The spatial correlation integral C(r) is calculated for the attractor { embeded in Fig.

24 by the following procedure. First, a number of points are selected arbitrarily from the

physical domain shown in Fig. 22. For each vertical line in Fig. 22, 76 grid points are

taken in the region 0 < y < 1. By varying the interval in the c- and z-directions between

vertical lines, a number of points lf are selected, ranging from 400 points to 9216 points'

The distance lX^- fnl in Eq. (+s) is then calcuiated from

',I* - Xn't: {(ur. - un)2 - (u^ - un)2 * (*,r- ,")'}o'u (45)

with

m/-N;n<,\'

where the velocities are normalized by the mean velocity L o. L numerical algorithm is set

up to count the number of pairs (X^, Xn) whose distance in the hodograph space iI,n- In',

is less than r.

The correlation curves are drawn in Figs. 28 and 29 for tu'o Reynolds numbers,

3850 and 13800, respectively. at f :750. The figures. plotted on the common logarithmic

scales, show the dependence of the correiation curves on the number of seleted points.

which represent the physical domain of interest, and of r representing the distance in the

(u'u,u)-space, normalized by tlo.As the number N increases, the correlation curves are

seen to approach asymptotic curves.
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In order to see the dependence, or independence, of the correlation C(r) curves upon

the time t, the number of points is fixed with N : 9216 for Re:3850 and N : 4L472

for Re:13800. The correlation curves are compared in Figs. 30 and 31 for two Reynolds

numbers at four different times, i.e. 650, 700, 750 and 800. By and large, the correla-

tion integrals C(r) overlap closely within a small deviation from one another, showing

the steadiness of the attractor in time. The correlation exponent p+ is then calculated

graphically from the slope of Figs. 30 and 31 for small r, which yields

p. = L.9 (46)

for both cases. The slope p represents a dimension of the attractor deduced from the

spatial correlation integral. We thus stress that the attractor represents a spatial one

which is distinguished from that obtainable in the state space.

(d) Probability Distribution Function

From previous hodograph figures. it is apparent that the probability of detecting

velocity fluctuations near zero values is higher than detecting them near the maximum

value. When 166353 (:71x33x71) grid points are sampled from the same physical space

shown in Fig. 22, the number of grid points at which the velocity falls into a certain

threshold between maximum and minimum velocities are plotted in Fig. 32, showing a

typical near-Gaussian distribution. The distribution slightly deviates from Gaussian and

the skewness is believed to be an effect of the nonlinear eddy-eddy interaction term. Two

PDF curves are presented in Fig. 32 for the z-component in the lower-half of the channel

for two Reynolds numbers; solid line for Re:13800 and dashed line for Re:3850. Standard

deviation is 0.127 for Re:3850 and is 0.075 for Re:13800; thus, the deviation of velocity

fluctuation decreases with increasing Reynolds number. The probabiiity of detecting the z-

component velocity within 10 percent of maximum velocity fluctuation is about 40 percent

from Fig. 32.

The PDF curves for the u-component are drawn in Fig. 33 for the two Reynolds num-

bers. The curves are slightiy positiveiy skewed, making the product of u and u negative,

and thev are rather insensitive to the Revnolds number difference.
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CONCLUSIONS

The skewness parameter S associated with the nonlinear eddy-eddy interactions seems

to be insensitive to the Reynolds numbers considered here. The results based on the

suggested optimum values of S(:0.3; and u; demonstrate that the overall distribution of

turbulence intensities and various structural quantities can be predicted reasonably well

with the LEIM. It is also observed that the increased number of discretized wave numbers

is not critical in evaluating the capability of the present model, although it improves the

results slightly.

For improved performance in the predictions, it may be desirable to adopt a functional

form for eddy viscosity z;, which can also take into account the wave number truncation

for the energy-dissipating scales. A rational relation of the eddy viscosity with known

flow properties, which can accomodate the changes of flow characteristics and geometry

universally, is desirable. In addition, it remains to be seen that whether the value of

,9 : 0.8, which represents the skewness of random turbulence, proposed for channel flow

is universal and can be utilized for other types of flow without alteration. Nevertheless

the Large-Eddy Interaction Model offers a tool for prediction of Reynolds stresses and for

illumination of detailed structural and statistical aspects of turbulent flows; all this is with

the use of only two closure parameters'

The LEIM originally developed for prediction of engineering turbulence field is also

found to be an efficient tool in studying the dimensions of attractors for inhomogeneous

turbulent flows. When the turbulent flow in a finite domain of space (r,V,r) within a

channel is examined from the solutions of the Large-Eddy Interaction Model, an attractor

is observed in the three-dimensional velocity space. The dimension of such an attractor is

found to be approximately 1.9 for low turbulent Reynolds numbers considered here. How

one can use this knowledge to formulate better closure models or to explain the turbulence

phenomenon is an interesting, open question.
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Fig. 21. Comparison of mixing length scales in y for Re:13800: o o from Eq. (+Z)'
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Fig. 22.

o

Equally-distributed 225 lines representing the
channel.
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Fig. 23. Trajectories of the large-eddy velocities along rhe225 vertical lines shown in
Fig.22 tranformed into the (u,u,tu)-space for Re:38b0 at f=750.
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Fig. 25. Projection of trajectories onto the (2. u)-plane obtained from the upper half
of the channel region for Re:3850 at t:750.
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Fig.27. Velocity trajectories in the (u,u)-plane at two different times for Re:13800:
(a) t:700, (b) t:800.
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Fig. 30. Spatial correlations for Re:3850 at four different times when the solution

has reached a steadv-state.
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Fig. 31. Spatial correlations for Re:13800 at four different times when the solution

has reached a steadY-state'
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Re - 3850

Re - 13800

PROBATILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS

0.

r-J

Fig. 32. Probability distribution functions of u-component large-eddy velocities for
Re:3850 (dashed line) and for Re:13800 (solid line).
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Fig. 33. Probability distribution functions of u-component large-eddy velocities for

Re:3850 (dashed line) and for Re:13800 (solid line)'
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